An improved approach to freeze-fracture morphology of monolayer cell cultures.
Much work is currently done on cell cultures to elucidate membrane processes associated with different cell functions. We describe here a modified freeze-fracture method to obtain systematically large fractured areas of the plasma membrane from monolayer cell culture in situ. Cells are grown until confluence on a Thermanox coverslip overlaid with poly-L-ornithine. After chemical fixation, the culture is flattened overnight by sandwiching it between the Thermanox coverslip, a Falcon membrane and a glass coverslip, under a 5 g weight. After freeze-fracture, vast pictures of the protoplasmic leaflets are obtained in a reproducible manner. Our approach was applied to cultures which were stimulated to release acetylcholine; it has been found very appropriate for studying modifications affecting intramembrane particles and vesicles openings in the plasmalemma. Accurate quantifications were performed and correlations were established between the membrane changes and the data revealed by thin sections. The present sandwich method can be applied to a variety of cell preparations, allowing for quantitative study of structure-function relationships.